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ABSTRACT
We describe a new algorithm for answering a given set of range
queries under -differential privacy which often achieves substantially lower error than competing methods. Our algorithm satisfies
differential privacy by adding noise that is adapted to the input data
and to the given query set. We first privately learn a partitioning
of the domain into buckets that suit the input data well. Then we
privately estimate counts for each bucket, doing so in a manner
well-suited for the given query set. Since the performance of the
algorithm depends on the input database, we evaluate it on a wide
range of real datasets, showing that we can achieve the benefits of
data-dependence on both “easy” and “hard” databases.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Differential privacy [8, 9] has received growing attention in the
research community because it offers both an intuitively appealing
and mathematically precise guarantee of privacy. In this paper we
study batch (or non-interactive) query answering of range queries
under -differential privacy. The batch of queries, which we call the
workload, is given as input and the goal of research in this area is to
devise differentially private mechanisms that offer the lowest error
for any fixed setting of . The particular emphasis of this work is to
achieve high accuracy for a wide range of possible input databases.
Existing approaches for batch query answering broadly fall into
two categories: data-independent mechanisms and data-dependent
mechanisms. Data-independent mechanisms achieve the privacy
condition by adding noise that is independent of the input database.
The Laplace mechanism is an example of a data-independent mechanism. Regardless of the input database, the same Laplacian noise
distribution is used to answer a query. More advanced data-independent mechanisms exploit properties of the workload to achieve
greater accuracy, but the noise distribution (and therefore the error)
remains fixed for all input databases.
Data-dependent mechanisms add noise that is customized to properties of the input database, producing different error rates on different input databases. In some cases, this can result in significantly
lower error than data-independent approaches. These mechanisms
typically need to use a portion of the privacy budget to learn about
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the data or the quality of a current estimate of the data. They then
use the remaining privacy budget to privately answer the desired
queries. In most cases, these approaches do not exploit workload.
A comparison of state-of-the-art mechanisms in each category
reveals that each has advantages, depending on the “hardness” of
the input database. If the database is viewed as a histogram, databases with large uniform regions can be exploited by these algorithms, allowing the data-dependent mechanisms to outperform dataindependent ones. But on more complex datasets, e.g. those with
many regions of density, data-dependent mechanisms break down.
Consider as an example a workload of random range queries and
a dataset derived from an IP-level network trace. A state-of-theart data-dependent mechanism, Multiplicative Weights and Exponential Mechanism (MWEM) [12], can achieve 60.12 average perquery error when  = 0.1. For the same , one of the best dataindependent mechanisms for this workload, Privelet [20], offers
per-query error of 196.6, a factor of 3.27 worse. But other datasets
have properties that are difficult to exploit. On a dataset based on
the HEP-PH citation network, MWEM has average per-query error of 722.3 with  = 0.1, while the error of the data-independent
mechanism is still 196.6 for this workload, a factor of 3.67 better.
Such a large variation in the relative performance of mechanisms
across data sets is a major limitation of current approaches. This is
especially true because it is typically necessary to select a mechanism without seeing the data.

Contributions. First, we propose a novel 2-stage mechanism
for answering range queries under -differential privacy. On inputs where existing data-dependent mechanisms do well, our mechanism achieves lower error by a factor of up to 6.86 compared
with the state of the art. On inputs where existing data-dependent
mechanisms do poorly, our mechanism achieves error comparable
to state-of-art data-independent mechanisms. Second, we present
an efficient algorithm in the first stage that partitions the domain
into uniform regions. Compared with other differentially private
partitioning algorithms, our algorithm generates much better partitions and runs in time that is only quasilinear in the size of the
domain. Third, we design a new, efficient algorithm in the second
stage that computes scaling factors for a hierarchical set of range
queries. Unlike existing hierarchical strategies, our method allows
a non-uniform budget distribution across queries at the same level,
which leads to a strategy that is more finely tuned to the workload,
and thus more accurate.
To our knowledge, our mechanism is the first data-aware mechanism that provides significant improvement on databases with easyto-exploit properties yet does not break-down on databases with
complex distributions.
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Figure 1: Overview and example execution for the DAWA mechanism.

Algorithm Overview
We give an overview to our new mechanism and an example below.
The Data-Aware/Workload-Aware (DAWA) mechanism is an differentially-private algorithm that takes as input a workload of
range queries, W, and a database, x, represented as a vector of
counts. The output is an estimate x̂ of x, where the noise added
to achieve privacy is adapted to the input data and to the workload.
The DAWA algorithm consists of the following three steps, the first
two of which require private interactions with the database. To
ensure that the overall algorithm satisfies -differential privacy, we
split the total  budget into 1 , 2 such that 1 + 2 =  and use these
two portions of the budget on the respective stages of the algorithm.

Step 1: Private Partitioning
The first step selects a partition of the domain that fits the input
database. We describe (in Sec. 3) a novel differentially private algorithm that uses 1 budget to select a partition such that within
each partition bucket, the dataset is approximately uniform. This
notion of uniformity is later formalized as a cost function but the
basic intuition is that if a region is uniform, then there is no benefit
in using a limited privacy budget to ask queries at a finer granularity
than these regions—the signal is too small to overcome the noise.
The output of this step is B, a partition of x into k buckets, without
counts for the buckets.

Step 2: Private Bucket Count Estimation
Given the partition B, the second step derives noisy estimates of
the bucket counts. Rather than simply adding Laplace noise to the
bucket counts, we use a workload-aware method. Conceptually, we
re-express the workload over the new domain defined by the partition B, with the buckets in the partition taking the place of x.
Then we have a well-studied problem of selecting unbiased measurements (i.e. linear functions of the bucket counts) in a manner
that is optimized for the workload. This problem has received considerable attention in past work [6, 7, 15, 16, 23, 24]. We use the
basic framework of the matrix mechanism [15], but we propose a
new algorithm (described in Sec. 4) for efficiently approximating
the optimal measurements for the workload.
Given the selected measurements, we then use the 2 privacy
budget and Laplace noise to privately answer the measurement
queries, followed by least-squares inference to derive the output of
this step, a noisy estimate s for the buckets in B.

Step 3: Uniform Expansion
In the last step we derive an estimate for the n components of x
from the k components of the histogram (B, s). This is done by
assuming uniformity: the count si for each bucket bi is spread uniformly amongst each position of x that is contained in bi . The

result is the estimate x̂ for x. Strictly speaking, any range query
can be computed from x̂, but the noise is tuned to provide accuracy
for precisely the queries in the workload.
The following example illustrates a sample execution of DAWA.
E XAMPLE 1. For n = 10, Fig. 1 shows graphically a sample
data vector x = (2, 3, 8, 1, 0, 2, 0, 4, 2, 4). A possible output of
Step 1 is B = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } where b1 = [1, 2], b2 = [3, 3], b3 =
[4, 7], and b4 = [8, 10]. This need not be the optimal partition, as
defined in Sec. 3, because the partition selection is randomized. For
the sample database x in the figure, the true bucket counts for the
partition would be (5, 8, 3, 10). The result from Step 2 is a set of
noisy bucket counts, s = (6.3, 7.1, 3.6, 8.4). Step 3 then constructs
x̂ by assuming a uniform distribution for values within each bucket.
As it is shown graphically in Fig. 1(c), the final output is
x̂ = (3.15, 3.15, 7.1, .9, .9, .9, .9, 2.8, 2.8, 2.8).
The novelty of our approach consists of splitting the overall private estimation problem into two phases: Step 1, which is datadependent, and Step 2, which is workload-aware. Our main technical contributions are an effective and efficient private solution to
the optimization problem underlying Step 1, and an effective and
efficient solution to the optimization problem underlying Step 2.
We also extend our methods to two-dimensional workloads using
spatial decomposition techniques.
A number of recently-proposed methods [3,6,21,22] share commonalities with one or more parts of our mechanism (as described
in Sec. 6). But each omits or simplifies an important step and/or
they use sub-optimal methods for solving related subproblems. In
Sec. 5, an extensive experimental evaluation shows that for workloads of 1- and 2-dimensional range queries, the DAWA algorithm
achieves lower error than all competitors on nearly every database
and setting of  tested, often by a significant margin.
The paper is organized as follows. We review notation and privacy definitions in Sec. 2. The partitioning algorithm is presented
in Sec. 3, and the bucket count estimating algorithm is included in
Sec. 4. We extensively compare DAWA with state-of-the-art competing mechanisms in Sec. 5. Related work is discussed in Sec. 6.
We conclude and mention future directions in Sec. 7.

2.

BACKGROUND

In this section we review notation, basic privacy definitions, and
standard privacy mechanisms used throughout the paper.

2.1

Databases and Queries

The query workloads we consider consist of counting queries
over a single relation. Let the database I be an instance of a singlerelation schema R(A), with attributes A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak } each

having an ordered domain. In order to express our queries, we
first transform the instance I into a data vector x consisting of
n non-negative integral counts. We restrict our attention to the
one- or two-dimensional case. In one dimension, we isolate a single attribute, Ai , and define x to consist of one coefficient for
each element in the domain, dom(Ai ). In other words, xj reports the number of tuples in database instance I that take on the
j th value in the ordered domain of Ai . In the two-dimensional
case, for attributes Ai , Aj , x contains a count for each element in
dom(Ai ) × dom(Aj ). For simplicity, we describe our methods in
the one-dimensional case, extending to two-dimensions in Sec. 5.4.
A query workload W defined on x is a set of range queries
{w1 . . . wm } where each wi is described by an interval [j1 , j2 ] for
1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ n. The evaluation of wi = [j1 , j2 ] on x is written
2
wi (x) and defined as ∑jj=j
xj . We use W(x) to denote the vector
1
of all workload query answers ⟨w1 (x) . . . wm (x)⟩.
A histogram on x is a partition of [1, n] into non-overlapping
intervals, called buckets, along with a summary statistic for each
bucket. We denote a histogram by (B, s) with B a set of buckets
B = {b1 . . . bk } and s a set of corresponding statistics s = s1 . . . sk .
Each bi is described by an interval [j1 , j2 ] and the set of intervals
covers [1, n] and all intervals are disjoint. We define the length ∣bi ∣
of bucket bi to be j2 − j1 + 1.
We associate a summary statistic with each of the k buckets in
a histogram. One way to do this is to treat the bucket intervals as
range queries and evaluate them on x. We denote this true statistic
for bucket bi by bi (x) and we use B(x) to denote the vector for
true bucket counts. In other cases, the summary statistics are noisy
estimates of B(x), denoted s = s1 . . . sk .
Throughout the paper we use the uniform expansion of a histogram (B, s). It is a data vector of length n derived from B by
assuming uniformity for counts that fall within bucket ranges.
D EFINITION 1 (U NIFORM E XPANSION ). Let expand be a
function that takes a histogram H = (B, s) with buckets B =
{b1 . . . bk } and statistics s = s1 . . . sk , and uniformly expands it.
Thus, expand(B, s) is an n-length vector y defined as:
yj =

st(j)
∣bt(j) ∣

where t(j) is the function that maps position j to the index of the
unique bucket in B that contains position j for j ∈ [1, n].
In our algorithms, both the choice of a histogram and the value of
the histogram statistics have the potential to leak sensitive information about x. Both must be computed by a differentially private
algorithm. Suppose that a differentially private algorithm returns
histogram H = (B, s) where the statistics have noise added for
privacy. We use x̂ to denote the uniform expansion of H, i.e.,
x̂ = expand(B, s). Since the vector x̂ is a differentially private
estimate for x, we can use it to answer any query w as w(x̂).
We are interested in how accurately x̂ approximates x. The absolute error of x̂ is defined as ∥x − x̂∥1 . The expected absolute
error is E ∥x − x̂∥1 where the expectation is taken over the randomness of x̂. Given workload W, the average error on W is
1
∥W(x) − W(x̂)∥1 .
m

2.2

Private Mechanisms

Differential privacy places a bound (controlled by ) on the difference in the probability of algorithm outputs for any two neighboring databases. For database instance I, let nbrs(I) denote the
set of databases differing from I in at most one record; i.e., if
I ′ ∈ nbrs(I), then ∣(I − I ′ ) ∪ (I ′ − I)∣ = 1.

D EFINITION 2 (D IFFERENTIAL P RIVACY [9]). A randomized
algorithm K is -differentially private if for any instance I, any
I ′ ∈ nbrs(I), and any subset of outputs S ⊆ Range(K), the following holds:
P r[K(I) ∈ S] ≤ exp() × P r[K(I ′ ) ∈ S]
Differential privacy has two important composition properties [17].
Consider k algorithms K1 , . . . , Kk , each satisfying i -differential
privacy. The sequential execution of K1 , . . . , Kk satisfies (∑ i )differential privacy. Suppose the domain is partitioned into k arbitrary disjoint subsets and Ki is executed on the subset of data from
the ith partition. The parallel execution of K1 , . . . , Kk satisfies
(maxi {i })-differential privacy.
For functions that produce numerical outputs, differential privacy can be satisfied by adding appropriately scaled random noise
to the output. The scale of the noise depends on the function’s
sensitivity, which captures the maximum difference in answers between any two neighboring databases.
D EFINITION 3 (S ENSITIVITY ). Given function f ∶
dom(A1 )×⋅ ⋅ ⋅×dom(Ak ) → Rd , the sensitivity of f , denoted ∆f ,
is defined as:
∆f =

max

I,I ′ ∈nbrs(I)

∥f (I) − f (I ′ )∥1

Sensitivity extends naturally to a function g that operates on data
vector x by simply considering the composition of g with the function that transforms instance I to vector x. In this paper, we consider functions that take additional inputs from some public domain
R. For such functions, ∆f measures the largest change over all
pairs of neighboring databases and all r ∈ R.
The Laplace mechanism achieves differential privacy by adding
Laplace noise to a function’s output. We use Laplace(σ) to denote
the Laplace probability distribution with mean 0 and scale σ.
D EFINITION 4 (L APLACE M ECHANISM [9]). Given function
f ∶ dom(A1 ) × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × dom(Ak ) → Rd , let z be a d-length vector of
random variables where zi ∼ Laplace(∆f /). The Laplace mechanism L is defined as L(I) = f (I) + z.

3.

PRIVATE PARTITIONING

This section describes the first stage of the DAWA algorithm.
The output of this stage is a partition B. In Sec. 3.1, we motivate
the problem of finding a good partition and argue that the quality
of a partition depends on the data. We then describe a differentially
private algorithm for finding a good partition in Sec. 3.2.
This stage of DAWA is not tuned to the workload of queries and
instead tries to select buckets such that, after statistics have been
computed for the buckets and the histogram is uniformly expanded,
the resulting x̂ is as close to x as possible.

3.1

Cost of a partition

Recall that after the partition B = {b1 . . . bk } has been selected,
corresponding statistics s1 , . . . , sk are computed. Let si = bi (x) +
Zi where Zi is a random variable representing the noise added
to ensure privacy. (This noise is added in the second stage of
DAWA.) Once computed, the statistics are uniformly expanded into
x̂ = expand(B, s), which is an estimate for x. If bucket bi spans
the interval [j1 , j2 ] we use j ∈ bi to denote j ∈ [j1 , j2 ]. After applying uniform expansion, the resulting estimate for xj , for j ∈ bi ,
is:
x̂j =

bi (x) Zi
+
∣bi ∣
∣bi ∣

(1)

The accuracy of the estimate depends on two factors. The first factor is the bucket size. Since the scale of Zi is fixed, larger buckets
have less noise per individual x̂j . The second factor is the degree
of uniformity within the bucket. Uniform buckets, where each xj
is near the mean of the bucket bi∣b(x)
, yield more accurate estimates.
i∣
We can translate these observations about x̂j into a bound on the
expected error of x̂. For bucket bi , let dev be a function that measures the amount the bucket deviates from being perfectly uniform:
dev(x, bi ) = ∑ ∣xj −
j∈bi

bi (x)
∣
∣bi ∣

(2)

The bound on the expected error of x̂ is in terms of the deviation
and the error due to added noise.

Therefore, pcost(x, B) = 6 32 +4/2 . When 2 = 1.0, pcost(x, B) =
6 32 + 4 = 10 32 . In comparison, the cost of partitioning x as a single
bucket [1, 10] leads to a deviation of 17.2 and total pcost of 18.2.
Thus B is a lower cost partition and intuitively it captures the structure of x which has four regions of roughly uniform density. But
note that with a more stringent privacy budget of 2 = 0.1, the perturbation error per bucket rises so pcost(x, B) = 6 23 + 40 = 46 23
whereas the pcost of a single bucket is only 17.2 + 10 = 27.2.
Given this cost function, we can now formally state the problem
that the first stage of DAWA aims to solve.
P ROBLEM 1 (L EAST C OST PARTITION P ROBLEM ). The least
cost partition problem is to find the partition that minimizes the following objective:

P ROPOSITION 1. Given histogram H = (B, s) where ∣B∣ = k
and for i = 1 . . . k, si = bi (x) + Zi where Zi is a random variable.
The uniform expansion, x̂ = expand(B, s), has expected error
k

(3)

i=1

The proof of this bound follows from (1) and the fact that ∣a + b∣ ≤
∣a∣ + ∣b∣. Proof of a similar result is given in Acs et al. [3].
Prop. 1 reveals that the expected error of a histogram can be decomposed into two components: (a) approximation error due to
and
approximating each xj in the interval by the mean value bi∣b(x)
i∣
(b) perturbation error due to the addition of random noise. The
perturbation component is in terms of random variables Zi , which
are not fully determined until the second stage of DAWA. For the
moment, let us make the simplifying assumption that the second
stage uses the Laplace mechanism (with a budget of 2 ). Under
this assumption, Zi ∼ Laplace(1/2 ) and ∑ki=1 E∣Zi ∣ simplifies to
k/2 . This error bound conforms with our earlier intuition that we
want a histogram with fewer (and therefore larger) buckets that are
as uniform as possible. The optimal choice depends on the uniformity of the dataset x and on the budget allocated to the second
stage (because smaller 2 increases perturbation error, making less
uniform buckets relatively more tolerable).
We use Prop. 1 as the basis for a cost function.
D EFINITION 5 (C OST OF PARTITION ). Given a partition of
the domain into buckets B = {b1 , . . . , bk }, the cost of B is
k

pcost(x, B) = ∑ dev(x, bi ) + k/2

(4)

i=1

This cost function is based on the simplifying assumption that Zi ∼
Laplace(1/2 ). In fact, in the DAWA algorithm, each Zi is a weighted combination of Laplace random variables. The weights, which
are tuned to the workload, are not selected until the second stage
of DAWA. However, any weight selection has the property that
E∣Zi ∣ ≥ 1/2 . This means our choice of cost function is conservative in the sense that it favors a more fine-grained partition than
would be selected with full knowledge of the noise distribution.
E XAMPLE 2. Recall the partition B = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } in Fig. 1.
● b1 = [1, 2],

b1 (x)
∣b1 ∣

● b2 = [3, 3],

b2 (x)
∣b2 ∣

=

● b3 = [4, 7],

b3 (x)
∣b3 ∣

= 34 , dev(x, b3 ) =

● b4 = [8, 10],

= 52 , dev(x, b1 ) =

b4 (x)
∣b4 ∣

=

subject to

k

i=1

1
2

′
′
⋃ b = [1, n], and ∀ b, b ∈ B, b ∩ b = ∅

where B is the set of all possible intervals B = {[i, j] ∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤
n} and the constraint ensures that B partitions [1,n].
The next section describes our algorithm for solving this optimization problem in a differentially private manner.

3.2

Finding a least cost partition

Since partition cost is data-dependent, we cannot solve Problem 1 exactly without violating privacy. Instead, we must introduce
sufficient randomness to ensure differential privacy. Our approach
is efficient and simple; our main contribution is in showing that this
simple approach is in fact differentially private.
Our approach is based on the observation that the cost of a partition decomposes into a cost per bucket. Let bcost be a function
that measures the cost of an individual bucket b,
bcost(x, b) = dev(x, b) + 1/2 .
For any partition B, the partition cost is simply the sum of the
bucket costs: pcost(x, B) = ∑b∈B bcost(x, b). Since one needs
to interact with the private database in computing the cost of each
bucket, reporting the partition with the least cost will violate differential privacy. Instead, we solve Problem 1 using noisy cost: the
noisy cost of a bucket comes from perturbing its bucket cost with
a random variable sampled from the Laplace distribution, and the
noisy partition cost is the sum of the noisy bucket costs.
The algorithm for this stage is shown in Algorithm 1. It takes as
input the private database x as well as 1 and 2 . The parameter 1
represents the privacy budget allocated to this stage. The parameter 2 represents the privacy budget allocated to the second stage
(Algorithm 2, Sec. 4). That parameter is needed here because the
value of 2 is used in calculating the bucket costs.
Algorithm 1 has three simple steps. First, it calls the subroutine A LL C OSTS to efficiently compute the cost for all possible
buckets (details are below). Second, it adds noise to each bucket
cost. Finally, it calls the L EAST C OST PARTITION subroutine to
find the partition with the least noisy cost. This is done using dynamic programming, much like classical algorithms for v-optimal
histograms [14].
We analyze Algorithm 1 along three key dimensions: accuracy,
computational efficiency, and privacy.
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Algorithm 1 Private partition for intervals and L1 cost function
procedure P RIVATE PARTITION(x, 1 , 2 )
// Let B be the set of all intervals on [1, n]
// Compute cost bcost(x, b) for all b ∈ B
cost ← A LL C OSTS(x, 2 )
// Add noise to each bucket cost
for b ∈ B do
cost[b] ← cost[b] + Z, where Z ∼ Laplace(2∆bcost/1 )
end for
// Find B with lowest total cost based on noisy bucket costs
// stored in cost
B ← L EAST C OST PARTITION(B, cost)
return B
end procedure

T HEOREM 1. With probability at least 1 − δ, Algorithm 1 returns a solution with cost at most OP T + t where OP T is the cost
of the least cost solution and t = 4∆c n log(∣B∣/δ)/1 .
In addition to a theoretical analysis, we do an extensive empirical
evaluation in Sec. 5.

Efficiency. The computationally challenging part is A LL C OSTS,
which computes the cost for each bucket. Unlike the bucket cost
for a v-optimal histogram (which is based on an L2 metric, rather
than the L1 metric used here), the cost does not decompose easily
into sum and sum of square terms that can be precomputed. Nevertheless, we show that we can decompose the the cost into partial
sums of xj which can be computed using a balanced tree.
Given bucket bi , let us identify the indexes j ∈ bi that are above
. Let I + = {j ∣ j ∈ bi and xj ≥ bi∣b(x)
}. Let
the bucket mean, bi∣b(x)
i∣
i∣
I − be those below the mean, I − = bi − I + . We can simplify
dev(x, bi ) as follows:
dev(x, bi ) = ∑ (xj −
j∈I +

bi (x)
bi (x)
)+ ∑ (
− xj )
∣bi ∣
∣bi ∣
−
j∈I

= 2 ∑ (xj −
j∈I +

bi (x)
)
∣bi ∣

bi (x)
= 2 ∑ xj − ∣I + ∣ ⋅
∣bi ∣
j∈I +
The second equality follows from the fact that the sum of deviations
above the mean must be equal to the sum of deviations below the
mean. The above equation implies that the total deviation can be
computed knowing only the sum of xj for j ∈ I + and the size of I + .
Those quantities can be efficiently computed using a binary search
tree of xj1 , . . . , xj2 . Each node in the tree stores a value (some
xj ) as well as the sum of all values in its subtree, and the number
of nodes in its subtree. For any constant a, we can then compute
∑j∈bi ,xj ≥a (xj − a) via binary search.
To compute the bucket costs for all intervals with length `, we
can dynamically update the search tree. After the cost for interval
[j, j + `] has been computed, we can update the tree to compute
interval [j + 1, j + ` + 1] by removing xj from the tree and adding
xj+`+1 . Using a self-balancing tree, computing all intervals of size
` requires O(n log n) time. To compute all intervals, the total runtime is O(n2 log n).
We can reduce the runtime to O(n log2 n) by restricting to intervals whose length is a power of two. This restriction has the potential to exclude the optimal solution. Empirically, we find that Algorithm 1 remains almost as accurate as when it uses all intervals, and
is always more accurate than competing techniques (Sec. 5.3.2).

The benefit of the approximation is reduced runtime, which makes
it feasible to run on larger datasets.
The last step of Algorithm 1, L EAST C OST PARTITION, is efficient, requiring time linear in n and the number of buckets.

Privacy. The proof of privacy is the main challenge. Analyzing
the privacy requires some subtlety because the noise by itself is not
necessarily enough to guarantee privacy. (If the Laplace mechanism was used to publish noisy costs for all buckets, the scale of
the noise would be Ω(n).) However, when the actual noisy costs
are kept secret and the only published output is the partition with
the least (noisy) cost, then a small amount of noise is sufficient to
ensure privacy. The noise is proportional to the sensitivity of the
bucket cost. It can be shown ∆bcost ≤ 2.
T HEOREM 2. Algorithm 1 is 1 -differentially private.
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2. Recall that B = {[i, j] ∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤
n} is the set of all intervals. For convenience, we make a few
small adjustments to notation. First, we index this set: let B =
{b1 , . . . , bM } where M = ∣B∣. Second, we describe a partition
B in terms of this indexed set, so we say B = {i1 , . . . , ik } to
mean that B consists of the intervals bi1 , . . . , bik . A partition B
is valid if it covers the domain and its buckets are disjoint. Let
P be the set of all valid partitions. Finally, we use this same indexing for the random variables that represent the added noise: let
Z = (Z1 , . . . , ZM ) where for each i ∈ [1, M ], the random variable
Zi ∼ Laplace(λ) represents the noise added to the cost of bi .
Let x0 , x1 be any pair of neighboring databases and let B ∈ P
be any output of the algorithm. It suffices to prove
P (A(x1 ) = B) ≥ e− P (A(x0 ) = B)
where A(x) denotes Algorithm 1 running on input x and the probability distribution is over random variables Z.
When run on input x, the algorithm will output partition B if and
only if B is the partition with the lowest noisy cost. Formally, let
z ∈ RM represent an assignment of Z. Partition B will be selected
if and only if z satisfies the following condition:
∑ bcost(x, bj ) + zj <
j∈B

min

B ′ ∈P−{B}

{ ∑ bcost(x, bk ) + zk }
k∈B ′

Since neighboring databases x0 and x1 only differ by one record
and the buckets of B partition the domain, there must be exactly
one i ∈ B where bcost(x0 , bi ) ≠ bcost(x1 , bi ). We will now derive
an expression for the probability that B is selected that focuses
on the noisy cost of bucket bi . To do this, it will be convenient
to partition the space of possible partitions into those that include
bucket bi and those that do not. Let P + = {B ∣ B ∈ P and i ∈ B}
and let P − = P − P + . B will be selected if and only if (a) B is the
partition with least noisy cost in P + and (b) B has lower noisy cost
than any partition in P − . We examine these two conditions in turn.
For condition (a), observe that all partitions in P + use bucket bi ,
thus whether (a) holds is independent of the outcome of Zi since it
has the same effect on the scores of all partitions in P + . We use z−i
as shorthand for (z1 , . . . , zi−1 , zi+1 , . . . , zn ). Let φ be a predicate
that is true if and only if the assignment of z−i makes B the least
cost partition among P + , and false otherwise:
φ(x, z−i )
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
bcost(x,
b
∑
k ) + zk ⎬
′
⎪
B ∈P −{B} ⎪
′ −{i}
⎪
⎪
j∈B−{i}
k∈B
⎩
⎭
Since x0 and x1 only differ in the score assigned to bucket bi ,
φ(x0 , z−i ) = φ(x1 , z−i ) for all z−i ∈ RM −1 .
= ∑ bcost(x, bj ) + zj <

min
+

For condition (b), let ψ be a predicate that is true if and only if the
assignment of z makes B a lower cost partition than any partition
in P − , and false otherwise. A key insight is that if we fix z−i , then
B will have lower cost provided that zi is small enough.
ψ(x, z) = ∑ bcost(x, bj ) + zj < min
{ ∑ bcost(x, bk ) + zk }
′
−
B ∈P

j∈B

k∈B ′

−i

= zi < Z(x, z )

4.1

where
Z(x, z−i ) =
min { ∑ bcost(x, bk ) + zk } − ∑ bcost(x, bj ) −

B ′ ∈P −

using budget 2 . Thus the goal of the second stage is to produce
s = s1 . . . sk . Naive solutions like adding Laplace noise to each
bucket count result in high error for many workloads. In this section, we show how to adapt the existing framework of the matrix mechanism [15] to create a workload-adaptive algorithm for
computing the bucket counts. Within this framework, we describe
a novel greedy algorithm for minimizing error of the workload
queries.

j∈B

k∈B ′

∑

z`

`∈B−{i}

The upper bound Z(x, z−i ) depends on the database. For neighboring databases x0 and x1 , Z(x1 , z−i ) ≥ Z(x0 , z−i ) − 2∆bcost.
This is because compared to the score on x0 , the score on neighboring database x1 of the minimum cost partition in P − could be
lower by at most ∆bcost and the cost of B could be larger by at
most ∆bcost.
We can now express the probability that the algorithm on input x
outputs B in terms of φ and ψ. Let fZ (respectively fZ ) denote the
density function for a multivariate (respectively univariate) Laplace
random variable, and I [⋅] denote the indicator function.
P (A(x) = B) = P (φ(x, Z−i ) ∧ ψ(x, Z))
= ∫ I [φ(x, z−i ) ∧ ψ(x, z)] fZ (z)dz
= ∫ I [φ(x, z−i )] fZ−i (z−i ) (∫ I [ψ(x, z)] fZi (zi )dzi ) dz−i
= ∫ I [φ(x, z−i )] fZ−i (z−i )P (Zi < Z(x, z−i ))dz−i
Since P (Zi < C) decreases with decreasing C, we have for neighboring databases x0 and x1 and any z−i ∈ RM −1 that
P (Zi < Z(x1 , z−i ))
≥ P (Zi < Z(x0 , z−i ) − 2∆bcost)
≥ e−2∆bcost/λ P (Zi < Z(x0 , z−i ))
where the last line follows from the fact that if Z is a Laplace random variable with scale λ, then for any z and any constant c > 0,
P (Z < z − c) ≥ e−c/λ P (Z < z).
In addition, we observed earlier that φ(x0 , z−i ) = φ(x1 , z−i )
for all z−i ∈ RM −1 . Therefore, we can express a lower bound for
P (A(x1 ) = H) strictly in terms of x0 :
P (A(x1 ) = B)
−i

−i

−2∆bcost/λ

≥∫ I [φ(x0 , z )] fZ−i (z )e

−i

P (Zi < Z(x0 , z ))dz

−i

= e−2∆bcost/λ P (A(x0 ) = B) = e− P (A(x0 ) = B)
since, according the algorithm description, λ = 2∆bcost/.
Remark In Algorithm 1 we can reduce the noise from 2∆bcost
to ∆bcost plus the sensitivity of the particular bucket. The benefit
is a reduction in noise (by at most a factor of 2) for some buckets.
This optimization is used in the experiments.

4. PRIVATE BUCKET COUNT ESTIMATION
This section describes the second stage of the DAWA algorithm.
Given the partition B = {b1 , . . . , bk } determined by the first stage
of DAWA, it remains to privately estimate counts for each bucket,

Workload-adaptive bucket estimation

Our approach relies on the matrix mechanism [15], which provides a framework for answering a batch of linear queries (i.e. a
workload). Instead of answering the workload directly, the matrix
mechanism poses another set of queries, called the query strategy,
and uses the Laplace mechanism to obtain noisy answers. These
noisy answers can then be used to derive an estimated data vector
using ordinary least squares. The answers to the workload can then
be computed from the estimated data vector.
Adapting the matrix mechanism to the private estimation of the
bucket counts entails two challenges. First, our original workload
W is expressed in terms of x, but we seek a mechanism that produces estimates of the bucket counts s. Below, in Sec. 4.2, we
describe a transformation of W into a new workload in terms of
the domain of buckets that allows us to optimize error for the original W. Second is the familiar challenge of the matrix mechanism:
computing a query strategy, suited to the given workload but not
dependent on the data, so as to minimize the mean square error of
answering the workload. In general, computing the query strategy
that minimizes error under the matrix mechanism requires solving
high complexity optimization problems [15, 24]. Hence we extend
ideas from prior work [16, 23] that efficiently compute approximately optimal query strategies. We fix a template strategy that is
well-suited for anticipated workloads, but then compute approximately optimal weighting factors to emphasize the strategy queries
that matter most to the workload. This effectively adjusts the privacy budget to maximize accuracy on the given workload. Since
our anticipated workload consists of range queries, we use a hierarchical query strategy as a template, similar to prior work [6,13,20].
Our goal is to minimize the mean squared error of answering
the workload by assigning different scaling to queries. Although
similar goals are considered in prior works, their methods impose
additional constraints that do not apply in our setting: Li and Miklau [16] require the number of strategy queries to be no more than
the domain size; and Yaroslavtsev et al. [23] require a fixed “recovery” matrix to derive workload answers from strategy answers.

4.2

Workload transformation

Recall that, given statistics s = s1 . . . sk for the buckets in B,
we answer the workload W by first uniformly expanding s into an
estimate x̂ and then computing W(x̂). We now show an equivalent
formulation for this process by transforming the m × n workload
W into a new m × k workload Ŵ such that the workload query
answers can be computed directly as Ŵ (s). The most important
consequence of this transformation is that we need not consider the
uniform expansion step while adapting the estimation of s to the
workload. Since k < n, an additional convenient consequence is
that the domain size is typically reduced so that the complexity of
the matrix mechanism operations is lower1 .
D EFINITION 6 (Q UERY TRANSFORMATION ). Given a query
q = (q1 , . . . , qn ), defined on data vector x, and given partition
1
Table 1 in Sec. 5 shows the domain sizes of the derived partitions
for each example dataset we consider in the performance analysis.

B, the transformation of q with respect to B is defined as q̂ =
(q̂1 , . . . , q̂k ) where
1
q̂j =
∑ qi .
∣bj ∣ i∈bj
E XAMPLE 3. Recall the partition B = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } in Fig. 1.
Consider range query q = x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 . This query can
be reformulated in terms of the statistics of the three buckets b1 to
b3 that cover the range spanned by q. Hence q̂ = 12 s1 + s2 + 43 s3 .
Accordingly, a transformed workload, Ŵ , is formed by transforming each query in W.
P ROPOSITION 2. For any workload W and buckets B, let Ŵ
be the transformation of W. Then for any statistics s for B,
W(expand(B, s)) = Ŵ (s)
We now seek a private estimation procedure for the bucket counts
in s that is adapted to the transformed workload Ŵ . It follows from
Prop. 2 that minimizing the error for workload Ŵ will also result
in minimum error for W after expansion.

4.3

Optimal scaling of hierarchical queries

As mentioned above, our template strategy, denoted as Y , is a
set of interval queries that forms a tree with branching factor t. The
queries at the leaves are individual entries of s. For each higher
level of the tree, interval queries of t nodes in the previous level are
aggregated, and the aggregated query becomes their parent node in
the upper level. Since the number of nodes at each level may not
be a multiple of t, the last nodes at each level are allowed to have
fewer than t children. This aggregating process is repeated until
the topmost level only has one node, whose interval is the entire
domain s.
For each query q ∈ Y , let cq be the scaling q, and Yc be the set
of queries in Y after the scaling. The goal of this stage of our algorithm is to find a scaling of Yc to minimize the total squared error
of answering Ŵ using Yc . According to [15], scaling up all queries
in Yc by a positive constant does not change the mean squared error
of answering any query using Yc . Thus, without loss of generality,
we bound the sensitivity of Yc by 1 by requiring that,
∑

cq ≤ 1,

i = 1, . . . , k.

(5)

q(i)≠0,q∈Y

When the sensitivity of Yc is fixed, the scaling controls the accuracy with which the query will be answered: the larger scaling
leads to the more accurate answer. Let the matrix representation
of Y be Y and DY be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries
are scales of queries in Yc . Then the matrix form of Yc can be
represented as DY Y. Since the sensitivity of Yc is bounded by 1,
according to [15], the squared error of answering a query q (with
matrix form q) using Yc under 2 differential privacy is:
2
2 T
q ((DY Y)T DY Y)−1 q = 2 qT (YT D2Y Y)−1 q.
22
2
Let Ŵ be the matrix form of Ŵ . The total squared error of answering all queries in W can then be computed as:
∑
q∈Ŵ

2 T
2
q (YT D2Y Y)−1 q = 2 tr(Ŵ(YT D2Y Y)−1 ŴT )
22
2
=

2
tr(ŴT Ŵ(YT D2Y Y)−1 ). (6)
22

Above, tr() is the trace of a square matrix: the sum of all diagonal
entries. We now formally state the query scaling problem.
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Figure 2: Scaling allocation for the second level. λ = 0.5 at the
left node, and λ = 0.3 at the right node.
P ROBLEM 2 (O PTIMAL Q UERY S CALING P ROBLEM ). The
optimal query scaling problem is to find a cq for each query q ∈ Y
that minimizes Eqn (6) under the constraint of Eqn (5).

4.4

Efficient greedy scaling

Problem 2 is a significant simplification of the general strategy
selection problem from [15] because the template strategy is fixed
and only scaling factors need to be computed. Nevertheless the
optimal solution to Problem 2 appears difficult since equation (6) is
still non-convex. Instead of pursuing an optimal solution, we solve
the problem approximately using the following greedy algorithm.
The algorithm works in a bottom-up manner. It initially puts scale
1 to all leaf queries in Y and 0 to all other queries in Y . For query
q ∈ Y , the algorithm chooses a λq ∈ [0, 1]. The scaling is then
reallocated as follows: the scaling on each of its descendent q ′ is
reduced from cq′ to (1 − λq )cq′ and the scaling on q is λq . The
value of λq is chosen to minimize Equation (6) after the scaling
reallocation. Notice that the new scaling still satisfies the constraint
in equation (5).
E XAMPLE 4. An example of the scaling reallocation is shown
in Fig. 2, in which two different λ are chosen for two nodes (queries)
at the second level.
When the scaling reallocation terminates, the algorithm asks all
scaled queries and adds Laplace(1/2 ) noise to the answer of each
query. After that, any inconsistencies among those noisy query
answers are resolved using ordinary least squares inference.
The major challenge in the algorithm described above is to efficiently choose λq in each step. To simplify the presentation, we
always assume the branching factor t = 2, though the discussion is
valid for any branching factor.
For each interval query q ∈ Y , let [i, j] be the corresponding
interval of q. Use Ŵq to denote the matrix consisting of the ith to
j th column of Ŵ, and Yq to denote the matrix consisting of the
ith to j th column of the matrix of queries in the subtree of rooted
at q. Let Dq be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are c′q
for all q ′ in the subtree rooted at q. For each query q ∈ Y that is not
on a leaf of Y , let q1 , q2 be queries of its child nodes.
For each query q ∈ Y that is not on a leaf of Y , according to the
construction of Y , q = q1 + q2 . Hence Ŵq = [Ŵq1 Ŵq2 ]. Futher,
since the queries in the subtree of q are the union of queries in the
subtree of q1 , q2 , as well as query q itself, for a given λq ,
Dq = [

λq
0
0
0 (1−λq )Dq1
0
0
0
(1−λq )Dq2

].

When choosing a λq , due to the fact that the scalings on all ancestors of q in Y are 0 at this moment, the matrix YT D2Y Y becomes a block diagonal matrix, and YqT D2q Yq is one of its blocks.
Therefore, the choice of λq only depends on Ŵq and Yq , which
means λq can be determined locally, by minimizing
tr(ŴqT Ŵq (YqT D2q Yq )−1 ).

(7)

Since the only unknown variable in Eqn. (7) is λq , solving its optimal solution is much easier than solving the optimal scaling for

5.1

Algorithm 2 Estimating bucket counts s.
procedure B UCKET C OUNT E STIMATOR(B, W , x, 2 )
Given workload W and buckets B, transform workload to Ŵ
Let Y be a tree of queries over buckets
For each query q ∈ Y , let cq = 1 if q is a leaf, and cq = 0 otherwise.
for all q ∈ Y , from bottom to top do
Numerically find λq that minimizing Equation (9).
Let cq = λq .
For each descendent q ′ of q, let cq′ = (1 − λq )cq′ .
end for
Let y be the vector of cq q(B(x)) + Laplace(1/2 ) for all q ∈ Y .
return s = (Y T D2Y Y)−1 (DY Y)T y
end procedure

all queries in Eqn. (6). However, one of the problems of choosing
λq using equation (7) is that it is biased towards q and λq is larger
than required. When deciding the scaling on a query q ∈ Y , the
scalings on all the ancestors of q are 0. Hence the scaling distribution is based on the assumption that all queries that contain q
are answered by q, which is not true after some ancestors of q are
assigned non-zero scalings.
In order to reduce this bias, a heuristic decay factor µ is introduced to control the impact of q on queries that need to be answered with q. The following matrix is used in equation (7) to take
the place of ŴqT Ŵq :
µŴqT Ŵq + (1 − µ) [

T
0
Ŵq
Ŵq1
1
T
Ŵq2
0
Ŵq
2

].

(8)

As above, the bias of equation (7) comes from the assumption that
the scalings on all the ancestors of q are 0. Hence there will be less
bias when q is more close to the root of Y . In our implementation,
l
µ is set to be t− 2 where t is the branching factor of Y and l is
the depth of q in Y . Our algorithm then minimizes the following
quantity instead of equation (7).
T
⎡
⎛⎛ − l
0
− l ⎢ Ŵq1 Ŵq1
T
tr ⎜⎜t 2 Ŵq
Ŵq +(1−t 2 )⎢
⎢
T
⎢
0
Ŵ
⎝⎝
q2 Ŵq2
⎣

⎤⎞
⎞
⎥
⎥⎟(Y T D2 Yq )−1 ⎟.
⎥
q
q
⎥⎠
⎠
⎦

(9)

At first glance, computing equation (9) seems complicated since
(YqT D2q Yq )−1 needs to be recomputed for each λq . However,
if we record some quantities in the previous step, it only takes
O(m(j − i + 1) + (j − i + 1)2 ) time for the preprocessing and
Eqn. (9) can be computed in O(1) time for any λq . We omit the
details due to the lack of space.
The entire process of computing bucket statistics is summarized
in Algorithm 2. Notice that Algorithm 2 just chooses a scaling Yc
with sensitivity at most 1, and answers s using Yc as a strategy. The
privacy guarantee of Algorithm 2 follows from that of the matrix
mechanism.
P ROPOSITION 3. Algorithm 2 is 2 -differentially private.
T HEOREM 3. Algorithm 2 takes O(mk log k + k2 ) time. In the
worst case, k = O(n), and Algorithm 2 takes O(mn log n + n2 )
time.
Hence, Algorithm 2 costs much less time than previous general
query selection approaches in the matrix mechanism [15, 24].

5.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now evaluate the performance of DAWA on multiple datasets
and workloads, comparing it with recently-proposed algorithms (in
Sec. 5.2). We also examine the effectiveness of each of the two
main steps of our algorithm (Sec. 5.3). Finally, we consider an extension of our technique to two-dimensional spatial data and compare it with state-of-the-art algorithms (Sec. 5.4).

Experimental setup

In the experiments that follow, the primary metric for evaluation
is the average L1 error per query for answering the given workload queries. Most workloads we use are generated randomly (as
described below). Each experimental configuration is repeated on
5 random workloads with 3 trials for each workload. The results
reported are the average across workloads and trials. The random
workloads are generated once and used for all experiments.
The privacy budget in DAWA is set as 1 = 0.25 and 2 = 0.75.
Unless otherwise specified, the first step of DAWA constructs a partition using intervals whose lengths must be a power of 2, an approximation that is described in Sec. 3. For the second step of the
algorithm, the branching factor of the query tree is set to 2.

Datasets. There are seven different 1-dimensional datasets considered in our experiments. Although these datasets are publicly
available, many of them describe a type of data that could be potentially sensitive, including financial, medical, social, and search
data. Adult is derived from U.S. Census data [4]: the histogram
is built on the “capital loss” attribute, which is the same attribute
used in [12]. Income is based on the IPUMS American community
survey data from 2001-2011; the histogram attribute is personal
income [18]. Medical Cost is a histogram of personal medical
expenses based on a national home and hospice care survey from
2007 [19]. Nettrace is derived from an IP-level network trace collected at the gateway router of a major university. The histogram
attribute is the IP address of internal hosts and so the histogram reports the reports the number of external connections made by each
internal host [13]. Search Logs is a dataset extracted from search
query logs that reports the frequency of the search term “Obama”
over time (from 2004 to 2010) [13]. Furthermore, we consider two
temporal datasets derived from two different kinds of network data.
HepPh is a citation network among high energy physics pre-prints
on arXiv and Patent is a citation network among a subset of US
patents [1]. These last datasets describe public data but serve as a
proxy for social network data, which can be highly sensitive. For
both datasets, the histogram reports the number of new incoming
links at each time stamp. To eliminate the impact of domain size in
comparing the “hardness” of different datasets, all datasets above
are aggregated so that the domain size n is 4096.

Query workloads. We run experiments on four different kinds
of workloads. The identity workload consists of all unit-length
intervals [1, 1], [2, 2], . . . , [n, n]. The uniform interval workload
samples 2000 interval queries uniformly at random. In addition,
workloads that are not uniformly distributed over the domain are
also included. The clustered interval workload first samples five
numbers uniformly from [1, n] to represent five cluster centers and
then samples 400 interval queries for each cluster. Given cluster
center c, an interval query is sampled as [c−∣X` ∣, c+∣Xr ∣] where X`
and Xr are independent random variables from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 256. The large clustered interval
workload is generated in the same way but the standard deviation
is 1024.

Competing algorithms. We compare DAWA with six algorithms. For data-independent algorithms, we include a simple approach (Identity) that adds Laplace noise to each entry of x and the
Privelet algorithm [20], which is designed to answer range queries
on large domains. For data-dependent algorithms, we compare with
EFPA [3], P-HP [3], StructureFirst [22],2 and MWEM [12], all of
which are described in Sec. 6. For MWEM, we set the number of
2
The other algorithms from Xu et al. [22] take more than 20 hours
to complete a single trial. Therefore, they are not included.
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Privelet

(a) Smallest ratio across datasets
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Nettrace

Adult

Medical
Cost

Search
Logs

Identity

Privelet

MWEM

EFPA

P-HP

S.First

26.42
22.97
20.85
25.47

12.93
11.24
10.20
12.46

17.00
19.14
22.54
68.75

18.94
43.58
41.09
43.69

7.09
17.57
31.41
138.14

10.85
9.77
8.32
10.89

Table 2: Ratio of algorithm error to DAWA error, for each competing algorithm and  setting on uniform intervals: (a) smallest
ratio observed across datasets; (b) largest ratio across datasets.
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Figure 3: Average error on the uniform intervals workload
across multiple datasets. The privacy budget ranges from
 = 0.01 (top) to  = 0.5 (bottom).
Nettrace

Adult

Med. Cost

S. Logs

Income

Patents

HepPh

22

29

20

500

1537

1870

2168

Table 1: The number of buckets, k, in the optimal partition
when  = 0.1. The original domain size is n = 4096 for each
dataset.
iterations, T , to the value in {10, 20, . . . , 190, 200} that achieves
the lowest error on each dataset for the uniform intervals workload
and  = 0.1. We use that T for all experiments on that dataset.
With the exception of MWEM, all algorithms are quite efficient,
usually finishing in seconds. MWEM slows down for harder datasets
which require a high T , taking up to ten seconds on these datasets.

5.2

Identity

Accuracy for interval workloads

Fig. 3 presents the main error comparison of all algorithms on
workloads of uniform intervals across a range of datasets and settings of . While data-independent algorithms like Privelet and
Identity offer constant error across datasets, the error of datadependent algorithms can vary significantly.3 For some datasets,
data-dependent algorithms can be much more accurate. For example, on Nettrace with  = 0.01, all of the data-dependent algorithms have lower error than the best data-independent algorithm
(Privelet). For this dataset, the error of DAWA is at least an order
3
StructureFirst is an exception to this trend: its observed performance is almost totally independent of the dataset. Its partition
selection algorithm uses a high sensitivity scoring function (which
is based on L2 rather than L1 ). Thus, partition selection is very
noisy and close to random for all datasets.

of magnitude lower than Privelet. These results suggest the potential power of data-dependence.
There are other datasets, however, where the competing datadependent algorithms appear to break down. In the figure, the
datasets are ordered by the cost of an optimal partition (i.e., an optimal solution to Step 1 of our algorithm) when 2 = 0.1. This order
appears to correlate with “hardness.” Datasets on the left have low
partition cost and appear to be relatively “easy,” presumably because data-dependent algorithms are able to exploit uniformities in
the data. However, as one moves to the right, the optimal partition
cost increases and the datasets appear to get more difficult. It is
on many of the “harder” datasets where competing data-dependent
algorithms suffer: their error is higher than even a simple baseline
approach like Identity.
In contrast, DAWA does not break down when the dataset is no
longer “easy.” On the moderately difficult dataset Search Logs,
DAWA is the only data-dependent algorithm that outperforms dataindependent algorithms. On the “hardest” datasets, its performance
is comparable to data independent techniques like Privelet. DAWA
comes close to achieving the best of both worlds: it offers very
significant improvement on easier datasets, but on hard datasets
roughly matches the performance of data-independent techniques.
For the same workload, datasets, and algorithms, Table 2 reports
the performance of DAWA relative to other algorithms. Each cell
in the table reports the ratio of algorithm error to DAWA error.
Table 2(a) reports the smallest ratio achieved over all datasets—
i.e., how close the competing algorithm comes to matching, or in
some cases beating, DAWA . Table 2(b) reports the largest ratio
achieved—i.e., how much worse the competing algorithm can be
on some dataset. Table 2(b) reveals that every competing algorithm
has at least 7.09 times higher error than DAWA on some dataset.
Table 2(a) reveals that DAWA is sometimes less accurate than
another algorithm, but only moderately so. This occurs on the
“hardest” datasets, Patents and HepPh, where DAWA has error
1
≈ 22% higher than other approaches. On these
that is at most 0.82
hard datasets, the optimal partition has thousands of buckets (see
Table 1), indicating that it is highly non-uniform. On non-uniform
data, the first stage of the DAWA algorithm spends 1 of the privacy
budget just to select a partition that is similar to the base buckets.
Despite the fact that the first stage of the algorithm does not help
much on “hard” datasets, DAWA is still able to perform comparably
to the best data-independent technique, in contrast to the other data
dependent strategies which perform poorly on such “hard” datasets.
In addition to uniform interval workload, we also ran experiments on the other three types of workloads. The performance of
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Figure 4: Average error of isolated parts of DAWA ,  = 0.1.

DAWA relative to its competitors is qualitatively similar to the performance on uniform interval workload shown above. Due to limited space, the figures are omitted.

Analyzing the performance of DAWA

To further understand the strong performance shown above, we
study the two steps of DAWAin detail, first by isolating the impact
of each step, and then by assessing the effectiveness of the approximations made in each step.

5.3.1

200

5
Nettrace

5.3

500

Isolating the two steps

To isolate the performance of each of the two stages of the DAWA
algorithm, we consider two DAWA variants. The first variant combines the first stage of DAWA with the Laplace mechanism (Partition+Laplace). This algorithm is data dependent but not workload
aware. This variant has two stages like DAWA, and the budget allocation is the same: a quarter of the budget is spent on partitioning
and the rest on estimating bucket counts. The second variant omits
the first stage of DAWA and runs the second stage of the algorithm
on the original domain (Greedy Scaling w/o Partition). For this
variant, the entire budget is allocated to estimating counts. This
algorithm is workload-aware but data-independent, thus its performance is the same across all datasets.
Fig. 4 shows the results. On the “easier” datasets, DAWA has
much lower error than Greedy Scaling w/o Partition. For these
datasets, which have large uniform regions, allocating a portion of
the privacy budget to selecting a data-dependent partition can lead
to significant reductions in error. In these cases, the benefit outweighs the cost. On “hard” datasets, where most data-dependent
algorithms fail, the partitioning does not appear to help much. One
reason may be that on these datasets even the optimal partition has
many buckets (Table 1), so the partitioned dataset is not radically
different from the original domain. However, even on these hard
datasets, DAWA is almost as accurate as Greedy Scaling w/o Partition, suggesting that there is still enough improvement from partitioning to justify its cost.
Finally, we can examine the effect of the second stage of DAWA
by comparing DAWA against Partition+Laplace. On “easy” datasets,
they perform about the same. On these datasets, the partition selected in the first stage has a small number of buckets, which means
that the input to the second step is a small domain. Since the
Laplace mechanism works well on small domains, the lack of a
performance difference is not surprising. However, on “harder”
datasets, the partitions produced by the first stage have a large
number of buckets and Partition+Laplace performs poorly. In such
cases, using the second step of DAWA proves highly beneficial and
DAWA has much lower error than Partition+Laplace.
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Figure 5: A comparison of alternative algorithms for the first
step of DAWA with  = 0.1.

5.3.2

Effectiveness of partition selection

Here we evaluate the effectiveness of the first step of the DAWA
algorithm, partition selection (Algorithm 1). Recall from Sec. 3.2
that it is possible to restrict the set of intervals considered in selecting the partition. We compare two versions of the algorithm:
DAWA-subset only considers intervals whose lengths are a power
of two, DAWA-all considers all possible intervals. We compare
these variants with the optimal solution, which is computed by
solving Problem 1 using the bucket cost without noise, ignoring
privacy considerations. Finally, we compare with P-HP [3], which
is also designed to solve Problem 1. To facilitate a fair comparison, for this experiment each algorithm spends the same amount of
privacy budget on selecting the partition.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 for  = 0.1 where the y-axis
measures the partition cost (Def. 5). We further assume 2 = 0.1
when computing the cost of each bucket in DAWA . The partition
cost of DAWA-all is close to optimal. The cost of the partition
of DAWA-subset is sometimes higher than that of DAWA-all especially on “easier” datasets. Generally, however, DAWA-subset
and DAWA-all perform similarly. This suggests that the efficiency
benefit of DAWA-subset does not come at the expense of utility.
The cost of the partition selected by P-HP is almost as low as
the cost of the DAWA-subset partition on the Adult and Medical Cost datasets, but it is orders of magnitude larger on other
datasets (on Income and Patents it is at least 1.6 × 106 ). This
provides empirical evidence that Algorithm 1 is much more accurate than the recursive bisection approach of P-HP. The results with
 ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.5} are similar and omitted.

5.3.3

Effectiveness of adapting to workload

The second stage of DAWA designs a query strategy that is tuned
to the workload, as described by Algorithm 2. Here we combine
our partitioning algorithm in the first step with some alternative
strategies and compare them with DAWA to evaluate the effectiveness of our greedy algorithm. Two alternative ways to scale queries
in Y are considered: all queries are given the same scaling (Partition+Uniform) based on Hay et al. [13], and the scaling decreases
geometrically from leaves to root (Partition+Geometric) based on
Cormode et al. [6]. The Laplace mechanism (Partition+Laplace) is
also included. Among the alternative algorithms, Partition+Geometric is designed to answer uniform interval workloads, and the Laplace mechanism is known to be the optimal data-independent mechanism for the identity workload. We do not consider any datadependent techniques as alternatives for the second step. After partitioning, uniform regions in the data have been largerly removed
and our results show that the data-dependent algorithms perform
poorly if used in this step.
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Figure 6: A comparison of alternative algorithms for the second
step of DAWA across different workloads, with  = 0.1.
Fig. 6 shows results for four different workloads and three different datasets at  = 0.1. The datasets span the range of difficulty
from the “easier” Nettrace to the “harder” HepPh. (The algorithms being compared here are affected by the dataset because they
operate on the data-dependent partition selected in the first stage.)
The original DAWA performs very well on all cases. In particular, it always outperforms Partition+Geometric on uniform interval workload and performs exactly same as the Partition+Laplace
mechanism on identity workload. In the latter case, we find that
the greedy algorithm in the second step outputs the initial budget
allocation, which is exactly same as the Laplace mechanism.

5.4

Case study: spatial data workloads

Lastly, we evaluate an extension to our main algorithm to compute histograms over two dimensional spatial data. We use an
experimental setup that is almost identical to previous work [6];
differences are highlighted below. The dataset describes the geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) of road intersections,
which serve as a proxy for human population, across a wide region
in the western U.S. [2]. Over this region, we generate a workload
of random rectangle queries of four different shapes: (1, 1), (5, 5),
(10, 10), and (15, 0.2) where shape (x, y) is a rectangle that covers x degrees of longitude and y degrees of latitude.
We compare with a data-independent algorithm, QuadTree [6],
and data-dependent algorithms MWEM, HybridTree [6], and
DPCube [21]. Among these algorithms, only MWEM is workloadaware. Since some algorithms expect discrete domains as input,
we discretize the domain by partitioning the space into the finest
granularity used by the QuadTree, whose height is 10 [6]. Thus,
both longitude and latitude are split evenly into 210 bins.
To extend the DAWA algorithm to two dimensional data, we use
a Hilbert curve of order 20 to convert the 210 × 210 grid into a 1dimensional domain with size 220 . In case the query region only
partially covers some bins in the discretized domain, the query answer is estimated by assuming uniformity within each bin.
Fig. 7 shows the results. Although DAWA is designed for interval workloads on 1-dimensional data, it performs as well or better
than algorithms specifically designed to support rectangular range
queries on 2-dimensional data. The performance gap between
DAWA and its competitors increases as  decreases.
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Figure 7: Average error answering query workloads on spatial
data. Each workload is a batch of random rectangle queries of
a given (x, y) shape.

6.

RELATED WORK

A number of data-dependent algorithms have been developed recently [3, 6, 12, 21, 22]. We empirically compare DAWA against
these approaches in Sec. 5. Our algorithm is most similar to PHP [3] and Structure First [22], both of which find a partition and
then compute statistics for each bucket in the partition. P-HP’s
approach to partitioning is based on the same optimization as presented here (Problem 1). It uses the exponential mechanism to recursively bisect each interval into subintervals. A key distinction
is that P-HP is an approximation algorithm: even if  → ∞, it
may not return the least cost partition. In contrast, we show that
the optimization problem can be solved directly by simply using
noisy scores in place of actual scores and we prove that a constant
amount of noise is sufficient to ensure privacy. The experiments
in Sec. 5.3.2 show that P-HP consistently returns higher cost partitions than our approach. Structure First [22] aims to solves a different optimization problem (with a cost function based on L2 rather
L1 ). In addition, it requires that the user specify k, the number
of buckets, whereas DAWA automatically selects the best k for the
given dataset. Neither P-HP nor StructureFirst is workload-aware.
The other data-dependent mechanisms use a variety of different strategies. The EFPA [3] algorithm transforms the dataset to
the Fourier domain, samples noisy coefficients, and then transforms back. DPCube [21] and Hybrid Tree [6], both of which
are designed for multi-dimensional data, construct estimates of the
dataset by building differentially private KD-trees. MWEM [12]
derives estimates of the dataset iteratively: each iteration selects
a workload query, using the exponential mechanism, and then updates its estimate by applying multiplicative weights given a noisy
answer to the query. MWEM supports the more general class of linear queries, whereas DAWA is designed to support range queries.
MWEM also offers strong asymptotic performance guarantees.
However, on workloads of range queries, we find in practice that
MWEM performs poorly except when the dataset is highly uniform. It is also limited by the fact that it can only ask workload
queries, which may not be the best observations to take.
General data-dependent mechanisms are proposed in the theory
community [10,11]. They are not directly comparable because they

work on a slightly weaker variant of differential privacy and are not
computationally efficient enough to be practical.
Data-independent mechanisms attempt to find a better set of measurements in support of a given workload, then apply the Laplace
mechanism and inference to derive consistent estimates of the workload queries. Our DAWA algorithm would be similar to these methods if the partitioning step always returned the trivial partition,
which is x itself. Many of these techniques fall within the matrix
mechanism framework [15], which formalizes the measurement selection problem as a rank-constrained SDP. While the general problem has high computational complexity, effective solutions for special cases have been developed. To support range queries, several
mechanisms employ a hierarchical strategy [6, 13, 20]. Our approach builds on this prior work. A key difference is that our algorithm adapts the strategy to fit the specific set of range queries given
as a workload, resulting in lower workload error. Other strategies
have been developed for marginal queries [5, 7]. Yuan et al. [24]
revisit the general problem for the case when workloads are small
relative to the domain size; however the algorithm is too inefficient
for the domain sizes we consider here. Other algorithms have been
developed that adapt to the workload. However, they are not directly applicable because they are designed for a weaker variant
of differential privacy [16], or employ a user-specified “recovery”
matrix, instead of ordinary least squares [23].

7.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

DAWA is a two-stage, data- and workload-aware mechanism for
answering sets of range queries under differential privacy. DAWA
first partitions the domain into approximately uniform regions and
then derives a count for each region using measurements of varying
accuracy that are tuned to the workload queries. Experimentally,
DAWA achieves much lower error than existing data-dependent
mechanisms on datasets where data-dependence really helps. On
complex datasets, where competing data-dependent techniques suffer, DAWA does about the same or better than data-independent
algorithms. In this sense, DAWA achieves the best of both worlds.
Our results have shown that, for some datasets, data-aware algorithms can reduce error by a factor of 10 or more over competitive data-independent techniques. But it remains difficult to
characterize exactly the properties of a dataset that permit lower
error under differential privacy. Optimal partition cost of a dataset
provides some insight into dataset “hardness” for the DAWA algorithm, but we are not aware of a general and fully-satisfying measure of dataset complexity. We view this as an important direction
for future work. We would also like to consider extensions to private partitioning that would directly incorporate knowledge of the
workload and to extend our method to a larger class of worloads
beyond one- and two-dimensional range queries.
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